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Comment on “Evidence for Narrow Baryon
Resonances in Inelasticpp Scattering”

In a recent Letter [1], Tatischeffet al. claimed evidence
for three neutral baryon resonancesNp between the
nucleon and theDs1232d. Two of these have masses
M  1004 and 1044 MeV belowmN 1 mp and thus
their widths (G  4 to 15 MeV) are radiative. The third
resonancesM  1094 MeVd also might have a radiative
decay. All of the resonances have to contribute t
Compton scattering on the nucleon and result in pea
at energiesEg  68, 112, and 169 MeV, respectively,
which were never observed on protons [2–5] or neutro
[6,7] loosely bound in the deuteron. Since constrain
of this type are very sensitive and were not analyzed
the Letter, we give estimates below. For other theoretic
constraints, see Ref. [8].

The differential cross section ofgN scattering near the
resonance peak must be equally visible at any scatter
angle. Forj  1y2, it is just isotropic. Forj  3y2, the
angular distribution typically follows18 s3 cos2 u 1 7d if a
dipole (E1 or M1) transition dominates, and is rather fla
with #25% deviations from an average magnitude. Th
differential cross section averaged over angles and ove
center-of-mass energy intervalDW reads*

dsgN

dVc.m.
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pX
4E2

g c.m.

 aX 3

8<: 7.6, M  1004 MeV
3.0, M  1044 MeV
1.5, M  1094 MeV ,

where a  107 nbysr, X  s j 1
1
2 d sGyDWdBr2

g, and
the radiative branching Brg  1 for the first two states.
(Here we assumeDW ¿ G, which we show to be a very
good approximation.)

The data of Ref. [3] ongp scattering nearEg 
68 MeV have a scale of 10–15 nbysr, with variations
of, at most, 3 nbysr in energy bins ofDW . 5 MeV.
Therefore, app resonance near 1004 MeV must hav
X , 4 3 1028 and the total widthG , 0.2 eV, 7 orders
of magnitude less than Tatischeffet al. reported.

If we assumej  1y2, the interaction leading to the
transitiongN $ Np is dipole M1 (or E1, depending on
the parity of the resonance),Heff  2e $H ? $sD. HereD
is a transition magnetic (or electric) dipole moment an
e2y4p  a  1y137. The radiative width of theNp then
readsGg  4aE3

g c.m.D
2. With Gg , 0.2 eV, the transi-

tion dipole moment ofNps1004d is D , 1.0 3 1023 fm,
that is, at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller than th
size of the nucleon. The wave function of such a res
nance would have a very small overlap with the nucleon

In the same way, data of Ref. [4] give an upper limi
G , 1.6 eV for the pps1044d resonance, and data of
Ref. [5] give Br2gG , 7 eV for thepps1094d.

Information pertaining to neutral states can be obtaine
in principle, via the reactiongd ! gnp in the kine-
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matics of quasifreegn scattering. Roseet al. [6] have
measured the cross section for neutron knockout in in
elasticgd scattering,gsd, g0ndp, for quasifree kinemat-
ics at energies at aboutEg  110 MeV (the energy bin
was about 40 MeV). Although the authors did not ex-
tract the differential cross section forgn scattering, they
found agreement between the double differential cross
section d2sydVg0dVn and the theoretical calculation
by Levchuk et al. [9], obtained by the same kinemati-
cal conditions.

Since the observed cross section is dominated by th
gn subprocess, rescaling arguments can be used to obta
experimental estimates for the differential cross section o
gn scattering. This leads to the following result:

dsgn

dVlab


Ω
2.5 6 0.7 nbysr, 90±

3.2 6 0.7 nbysr, 135±

at Eg  110 MeV. Accordingly, we find X , 1.5 3

1027 and henceG , 6 eV for thenps1044d state.
From data on elasticgd scattering at 69 MeV [7], one

can find the following bound for the total widths of the
pps1004d andnps1004d states:Gp 1 Gn & 1.5 eV.

Assuming that the given widths are not simply up-
per limits due to resolution, states ofM  1004 and
1044 MeV with the properties given in Ref. [1] are com-
pletely excluded by Compton scattering data. The same
is valid for the 1094 MeV state unless its branching ratio
is anomalously suppressed in comparison with a typica
value of Brg , a.

It is worth mentioning that a previous search [10] for
isospin3y2 resonances in this mass gave a null result.
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